Questionnaire: Adult Education Survey 2012

Introduction

Introduction question
Sign on to start the interview or to register a transfer, waiver or departure.

Consent 1
Have you read the information letter we sent you or have it referred to and agree to participate?
1. Yes, I have received your letter and agree to participate
2. Yes, I have been referred to the contents of the letter and agree to participate
3. No, and I agree not to participate

KommNavn
According to our registry information do you live in [REGKOMM] municipality. Do you still live there?

PRESSURE <ENTER> If respondents still living in [REGKOMM]. IF NOT, WRITE NEW COUNTY NAME.

Screening visits / phone

SCREEN1
Have you, attended school, studied or been an apprentice during the last 12 months?
1. Yes
2. No

SCREEN2
During the 12 months have you taken a course? Whether organized by the employer or for pleasure. For example, language courses, computer courses, driver training, leadership courses, cooking classes, courses in gardening or painting courses.
1. Yes
2. No

SCREEN3
During the last 12 months have you participated in workshops or seminars, whether organized by the employer or in your spare time? Only include workshops and seminars where training was the main purpose. Workshops and seminars can be done by exchanging knowledge and learning from each other and / or by receiving training appropriate to ones’ needs in consultation with workshop / seminar leader.
1. Yes
2. No

SCREEN4
During the last 12 months have you received training from an instructor or colleague in your usual work? Include only training that was scheduled by the employer. For example, training to operate a new machine or new software.
1. Yes
2. No

SCREEN5
During the last 12 months have you taken any private lessons with a teacher or tutor for whom this is a paid activity? For example, private maths lessons or piano lessons.
Include education, professional teacher / mentor, but do not include training from friends, family members or colleagues.
1. Yes
2. No

*If respondents have participated in at least one educational or training activities [participated]*

Since you have participated in education or training in the last 12 months, we would like to ask you some more questions about this. It will take between 25 and 40 minutes. Shall we take the rest of the interview now, or schedule a time to take the interview?
1. Want to go now
2. Want to arrange an appointment -> Location and schedule for dialog
3. Do not want to participate in the rest of the interview ->

Interview location
If you wish to conduct the interview in your home, at any other convenient place, or by phone?
1. Home -> Avtbes_tel set to 1, Inthvor set to 1
2. Other suitable place -> Avtbes_tel set to 1
3. Phone -> Avtbes_tel set to 2

*If respondents have not participated in educational or training activities [not participated]*

Since you have not participated in any of these forms of education or training in the last 12 months, the rest of the interview take about 12 minutes. Shall we take the rest of the interview now, or arrange an appointment?
1. Want to go now
2. Want to arrange an appointment -> Dialog on schedule
3. Do not want to carry the rest of the interview ->

**Participation at work**

Spm39a
Which of the descriptions on this card best suits your current status? If more than one description fits you, choose the description that most closely matches.

*Show card*

1. Employed
2. Apprentice
3. Unemployed
4. Student, school pupil
5. Pensioner, aged
6. Early retirement
7. Permanently Disabled
8. Compulsory military service
9. Working at home
10. Other
If Spm39a = Employed or apprentice

Spm39b
Are you employed / apprentice full-time or part time?

If Spm39a = Employed
If you have more than one job, we want to know if you work full time or part-time main job.
1. Employed full time
2. Employed part-time

If Spm39a ≠ Employed or apprentice
Spm39c
Have you had any paid work during the past 12 months? Include any paid period of leave or recuperation.
1. Yes
2. No

If Spm39a = Employed
Spm40a
Do you work as an employee, as an independent or as a family member without fixed salary?
1. Employed
2. Self-employed
3. Family members without fixed salary

If Spm39a = Employed
Spm40b
Are you a permanent or temporary employee?
1. Permanent employed
2. Temporary employee

If Spm40a = Self-employed
Spm40c
Do you have any employees?
1. Yes
2. No

If Spm39a = Employed or apprenticeship and there are registry data on the respondent's employer
Spm41a
In the following questions we ask for your main job. If you have multiple jobs, please respond to the job where you work the most hours. The employee and employer register, you are listed with the following work:

[Name of company]
[Department]
[Link]
[Postcode]
[City]

Is this correct?
1. Yes
2. No, the other employer / principal employer
3. No, the employer has another name p.g.a. acquisition, merger or similar
4. No, the address does not match
If Spm41a = No, or if there is no register data
Arbklar
If Spm41 = No
What is the correct information?
If there is no register data
How do you work in your main job? We want the name and address of the company.

Change of work information
Write down the information about the employer

name of business ____________ (Spm41b_1)
Department ____________ (Spm41b_2)
Address ____________ (Spm41b_3)
Zip Code ____________ (Spm41b_4)
city ____________ (Spm41b_5)

Spm42
What kind of business operated in the company where you work?

If Spm39a = Employed and there are registry data on respondent's occupation
Spm41c
The employee and employer register, you are listed with the following professional: [Job Title]. Is this correct?
1. Yes
2. No

If Spm41c = No or no registry data on respondent's occupation
Spm41c_1
What is your occupation in this company?
Spm41c_2
What are your main responsibilities?

Spm43
How many people are employed at the company where you work?
1. 1 to 10
2. 11 to 19
3. 20 to 49
4. 50 to 249
5. 250 or more
6. Do not know

If Spm43 = Do not know
Spm43b
Are there more than 10 people?
1. Yes
2. No

Spm44
In what year did you join this company?
Background Question: Parents' highest educational attainment

Spm45
What is the highest level of education your father or male guardian has completed? Is it ...
0. No completed education
1. Elementary Education: primary school, middle school, elementary school, continuation school, lower secondary school
2. High school, vocational school, college, high school and commercial school
3. Tertiary education

Spm46
What is the highest level of education your mother or female guardian has completed? Is it ...
0. No completed education
1. Elementary Education: primary school, middle school, elementary school, continuation school, lower secondary school
2. High school, vocational school, college, high school and commercial school
3. Tertiary education

Highest completed education

Spm26
I have some questions about the education you have completed. What is your highest completed education?

If the respondent's highest educational attainment is taken abroad, choose the option that best fits. Show card 2

1. Primary school, 7-year-old elementary school
2. Lower secondary school, 9 or 10-year-old elementary school, folk high school
3. Senior secondary vocational, vocational certificate
4. Senior secondary school general programs, college, preparatory programs for tertiary education
5. Tertiary vocational education
6. University / college, up to four-year tertiary education: Bachelor, Cand mag., College degree, individual college courses
7. University / college, five-to six-year tertiary education: Masters, graduate, professional degree program
8. Doctorate/research degrees
9. No completed education

Spm27
Can you provide the major field of study for this education? Show card 3

1. Teacher
2. Foreign languages
3. Other humanities and arts
4. Social sciences and law
5. Finance and administration
6. Hotel and tourism
7. Primary industries, veterinary education
8. Natural sciences, mathematics, computer science
9. Crafts, engineering, technical subjects
10. Health and Social Care
11. Sports and Physical Education
12. Transport and service
13. Other field

If Spm27 = 13
Spm27spes
What was the field of education?
LIST

Spm28
What year was this education completed?
____

Spm34a
Have you ever applied for recognition of your skills and competences, in order to gain access to an education programme or to be exempted in certain subjects in an education programme?
Skills and competences can be acquired through previous education or work experience
1. Yes
2. No

If Spm34a = Yes
Spm34b
Has your application for recognition of skills and competences been approved, waiting for an answer, rejected?
1. Application for recognition of skills and competences approved
2. Still waiting for an answer
3. Rejected

If Spm26 ≠ 6
Spm35
Have you ever applied for recognition of your skills and competences, in order to gain access to an education at level higher than <Spm26>?
1. Yes
2. No

Spm36
Have you ever started a formal education at a higher level than <Spm26> but stopped without achieving a diploma?
1. Yes
2. No

If Spm36 = 1
Spm37
What was the level of education you started but did not complete? If it includes several programs, please provide the highest level.
1. Primary school, 7-year-old elementary school
2. Lower secondary school, 9 or 10-year-old elementary school, folk high school
3. Senior secondary vocational, vocational certificate
4. Senior secondary school general programs, college, preparatory programs for tertiary education
5. Tertiary vocational education
6. University / college, up to four-year tertiary education:
Bachelor, Cand mag., College degree, individual college courses


6
7. University / college, five-to six-year tertiary education:
Masters, graduate, professional degree program
8. Doctorate/research degrees

If Spm37 = 4 Secondary school or 5 Tertiary vocational education
Spm38
Was it vocational education, or was it general studies. General preparatory programs for tertiary
education are regarded as general studies.
1. Vocational (intended to qualify directly to the labour market)
2. General area (intended to qualify for further education)

Information on education and training

Spm49
During the last 12 months have you sought for information about programs, courses or other training
that you attended or were considering to participate in?
1. Yes
2. No

If Spm49 = Yes
Spm50
Did you find the information you were looking for?
1. Yes
2. No

If Spm50 = Yes
Spm51
Where did you find the information you were looking for?

Show card 4

1. Internet
2. Family, a friend, an acquaintance or a colleague
3. Employer
4. Counselling services (for example. NAV)
5. School or other educational or training institution (college, university, course providers)
6. Television, radio, newspaper, billboards, bulletin
7. Books
8. Other sources
Participation in formal education during past 12 months

Spm52a
Are you currently participating in any of these programs?

Show card 2

1. Primary school, 7-year-old elementary school
2. Lower secondary school, 9 or 10-year-old elementary school, folk high school
3. Senior secondary vocational, vocational certificate
4. Senior secondary school general programs, college, preparatory programs for tertiary education
5. Tertiary vocational education
6. University / college, up to four-year tertiary education:
   Bachelor, Cand mag., College degree, individual college courses
7. University / college, five-to six-year tertiary education:
   Masters, graduate, professional degree program
8. Doctorate/research degrees

1. Yes
2. No

If Spm52a = No

Spm52b
During the last 12 months have you, ie since <måned, år> participated in some of these programs?
Show card 2

1. Primary school, 7-year-old elementary school
2. Lower secondary school, 9 or 10-year-old elementary school, folk high school
3. Senior secondary vocational, vocational certificate
4. Senior secondary school general programs, college, preparatory programs for tertiary education
5. Tertiary vocational education
6. University / college, up to four-year tertiary education:
   Bachelor, Cand mag., College degree, individual college courses
7. University / college, five-to six-year tertiary education:
   Masters, graduate, professional degree program
8. Doctorate/research degrees

1. Yes
2. No -> Spm68

If Spm52a = Yes or Spm52b = Yes

Spm53a
Have you participated in one or more programs/activities on the card in the last 12 months? If you have participated in several training courses in the same category, both are included.
If the IO has taken several individual subjects within the same study, such as two different subjects in general education VK1, these should be reported together as one education.
If respondents have participated in both the Bachelor and Master in the last 12 months, these shall be reported as separate courses. This applies even if they are within the same field.
Show card 2

1. An education programme/activity
2. Several programs/activities

Spm53b
How many programs have you participated in the last 12 months?
_____

Spm54
If Spm52a = Yes
What is the name of your current formal education activity?
If Spm52b = Yes and Spm53b = A education programme
What is the name of this formal education activity?
If Spm52b = Yes and Spm53b = several education activities/programmes
What is the name of the last formal education program that you participated in?

Show educational programmes on card 2

____________________

Spm54a
If Spm52a = Yes
At what level is <Spm54>?
If Spm52a = No
At what level was <Spm54>?
Show card 2

1. Primary school, 7-year-old elementary school
2. Lower secondary school, 9 or 10-year-old elementary school, folk high school
3. Senior secondary vocational, vocational certificate
4. Senior secondary school general programs, college, preparatory programs for tertiary education
5. Tertiary vocational education
6. University / college, up to four-year tertiary education:
   Bachelor, Cand mag., College degree, individual college courses
7. University / college, five-to six-year tertiary education:
   Masters, graduate, professional degree program
8. Doctorate/research degrees

Spm55
If Spm52a = Yes
What is the main subject or the main field of study <Spm54>?
If Spm52b = Yes
What is the main subject or the main field of study <Spm54>?

Describe the main content / main topic in as much detail as possible to facilitate the coding of the answers.

Biology, economics, veterinary, auxiliary nursing, dental health, enforcement, early childhood education, journalism, statistics, IT, drama, building and construction, architecture, marketing, physics, hotel management, Education, child protection courses are examples of disciplines.
If Spm54a = 4 Secondary school or 5 Tertiary vocational education
Spm56?
Was it vocational education, or was it general studies. General preparatory programs for tertiary education are regarded as general studies.
1. Vocational (intended to qualify directly to the labour market)
2. General area (intended to qualify for further education)

Spm57a
If Spm52a = 1
What is the main method of teaching in the education activity/programme <Spm54>?
Classroom teaching/equivalent, or as distance learning? Distance learning can take place both via PC / Internet and as correspondence courses.

If Spm52b = 1
What was the main method of teaching in the education activity/programme <Spm54>?
Classroom teaching/equivalent, or as distance learning?
Distance learning can take place both via PC / Internet and as correspondence courses
1. Classroom instruction, etc.
2. Distance Education

If Spm57a = 2 Distance Education
Spm57b
If Spm52a = 1
Does distance learning take place primarily via the PC and the Internet, or with the use of paper materials?

If Spm52b = 1
Was the distance learning mainly via the PC and the Internet, or with the use of paper materials?
1. Via PC
2. With the use of paper materials

Spm58
If Spm52a = 1
Are there any of the following reasons for participating in <Spm54>? You can select multiple.

If Spm52b = 1
Were there any of the following reasons why you participated in <Spm54>? You can select multiple.

Show card 5
1. To do the job better/improve career prospects
2. To reduce the risk of losing job
3. To increase the possibility of getting a job or changing jobs/profession
4. To start your own business
5. Because I was required to attend
6. For increased my general knowledge and personal development
7. To increase my knowledge/skills in a subject that interests me
8. To obtain a certificate or certification
9. To meet new people and / or have fun
10. Other reasons

If Spm39c = No (have not had paid work during the last 12 months)
Spm59a
If Spm52a = Yes
Have you at any time been employed while you have participated in <Spm54>? Please consider also any period of paid leave or recuperation. If the program began more than 12 months ago, then the question also covers this period.

If Spm52b = Yes
Were you at any time been employed while you have participated in <Spm54>? Please consider also any period of paid leave or recuperation. If the program began more than 12 months ago, then the question also covers this period.

1. Yes
2. No -> Spm61

If Spm39a = Employed or Spm39c = Yes or Spm59a = Yes
Spm59b
Takes place / Took place <Spm54> only during, mostly during, mostly outside or only outside of paid working hours? Hours that fall outside normal working hours but are paid or can be taken out as time is also considered as paid working hours. Paid leave is considered as paid working hours.

1. Only during paid working hours
2. Mostly during paid working hours
3. Mostly outside paid working hours
4. Only outside paid working hours
5. Was not working

Spm61
If Spm52a = Yes
Who is paying your direct expenses in connection with <Spm54>? Include expenses for tuition, registration fees, examination fees, expenses for books and study materials and technical aids. If you have received support from the State Education ...

If Spm52b = Yes
Who paid your expenses directly related to ^ FEDNAME? Include expenses for tuition, registration fees, examination fees, and expenses for books and other study materials and technical aids. Was it...
1. Fully paid by yourself,
2. Yourself and others,
3. Fully paid by others
4. Pay / paid yourself, but do not know if others also paid for this activity

If Spm61 = 2 or 3
Spm62
Who is / was involved in paying your direct expenses in connection with <Spm54>? Include expenses for tuition, tuition, examination fees and expenses for books, other study materials and technical aids. Is / Was it ...

1. If Spm59b = 1,2,3,4: The employer or future employer,
2. NAV,
3. Another public institution,
4. Family member or relative,
5. Endowment or other entity that distributes scholarships. Do not include student scholarship from the Loan Fund
6. Other?
7. Or you do not know who is paying/has paid for the activity?
Spm63
If Spm61 = 1, 2 or 4 and Spm62 ≠ 4
How much have you paid
If Spm61 = 2 or 4 and Spm62 = 4
How much have you yourself, family members or relatives paid
If Spm61 = 3 and Spm62 = 4
How much have family members or relatives paid

for school fees, tuition, registration fees, examination fees, books, other study materials and technical equipment in connection with <Spm54> the last 12 months?

________

Spm64
How much have you used or expect to use the skills and knowledge acquired from the recent activity?
Would you say ...
1. To a large extent,
2. To some extent,
3. Very little
4. Not at all

Spm67a
If Spm52a = 1
Has your participation in <Spm54> led to...
1. ... Getting a new job
If Spm59a ≠ 1
2. ... Promoted in a job you have or had?
3. ... A higher salary?
4. ... New tasks in a job you have or had?
5. ... Better performance in current job?
6. ... Increased your general knowledge and personal development?
Yes / No

If Spm52b = 1
Did the fact that you participated in <Spm54> to ...
1. ... Getting a new job?
2. ... Promoted in a job you have or had?
3. ... A higher salary?
4. ... New tasks in a job you have or had?
5. ... Better performance in current job?
6. ... Increased your general knowledge and personal development?
Yes / No

If Spm67a1 ... 6 ≠ Yes
Spm67b
Do you think that your participation in <Spm54> will lead to any of these results?
1. Yes
2. No
Participation in non-formal education past 12 months

Spm68
So far we have raised questions about the programs that lead to an accredited degree or qualification.

We now want to ask some questions about other organized training you have participated in the last 12 months, both at work and in the private context, where your training was the main purpose. Expect both completed and ongoing training. Have you, during the last 12 months ...

Each training activity should only be classified into one of the categories

... Taken a course, either organized by the employer or in your spare time? For example, language courses, computer courses, driver training, leadership courses, cooking classes, courses in gardening or painting courses.
1. Yes
2. No

Spm69
... Participated in workshops or seminars, whether organized by the employer or in your spare time? Only include workshops and seminars where your training was the main purpose. Workshops and seminars can be done by exchanging knowledge and learn from each other and / or because they receive training appropriate to their needs in consultation with workshop / seminar leader.
1. Yes
2. No

Spm70
... Trained by an instructor or colleague in your usual work? Include only training that was scheduled by the employer. For example, training to operate a new machine or new software.
1. Yes
2. No

Spm71
... Taken private lessons with a teacher or tutor who will charge for training? For example, private maths lessons or piano lessons. Include instruction or training by a professional teacher / mentor, but do not expect training from friends, family members or colleagues.
1. Yes
2. No

Filter:
If Spm68, Spm69, Spm70 and Spm71 ≠ Yes -> Spm103

Spm72
Over the past 12 months, how many such training activities have you participated in? Thus, courses, workshops, seminars, training in your regular work or private lessons.
If Spm52a or Spm52b = 1
Do not include training that was part of <Spm54>

If the IO has been participating in several individual periods of training, but as part of the training plan, this is regarded as one activity and not many.
Spm73a
If Spm72 = 1
What type of activity was it? Was it ...
If 1 <Spm72
I ask you now to recollect the first such training activity that you participated in the past 12 months.
What type of training was this? Was it ...
1. a course
2. a workshop or seminar,
3. training in your regular work, or
4. private lessons?

Spm73b
What was the theme/content of this training?

Spm73c
I'm going to refer later to this training as <Spm73a> number 1: <Spm73b>.
Press any key to continue.

Then go through Spm73a-Spm73c until the type and theme for all training activities are recorded: "So I ask you to recollect the second / third / fourth, etc. such training activity that you participated in the past 12 months." Etc.

If none of the training activities in Spm73a = 3 was training in your regular work
Spm83
If Spm72 = 1
Was this training activity job related?
If 1 <Spm72
Were there any job-related training activities?
1. Yes
2. No

If Spm39c ≠ No (I have had paid work during the last 12 months) and at least one of Spm73a ≠ 3 training in your regular work
Spm84
Was any of the training activities done during the paid working hours? Hours that fall outside normal working hours but are paid or can be taken out as time is also considered as paid working hours. Paid leave to attend training shall also be included.
1. Yes
2. No

Filter:
If one or more of Spm73a = 3 training in your regular work -> Transition

Spm85
If Spm39c ≠ 2
Did your employer, or a possible future employer, paid in whole or in part for the training activity/activities?

If Spm39c = 2
Did your employer, or a possible future employer, paid in whole or in part for the training activity/activities?
1. Yes
2. No
Detailed information on randomly selected training activities

Spm86_1 (first randomly selected training activity)

Spm86_2 (Other randomly selected training activity)

It will now be detailed questions about one or two training activities. If respondents participated in more than two training events, two of the training activities will be randomly selected.

Transition
If Spm72 = 1 activity
I will now ask some more questions about the activity you have described.
If Spm72 = 2 activities
I will now ask some more questions of the two activities you have described. I start with <Spm86_1>.
If Spm72 = 3 activities
I will now ask some more questions about two of the activities you have described. The interview program on the PC will draw two of the activities randomly. I start with <Spm86_1.
Press any key to continue

Spm86 (first randomly selected training activity: identifier)

Spm87 (first randomly selected training activity: type from Spm73a)

If Spm86_1 ≠ training in your regular work or Spm83 ≠ No (none of the training activities were job-related)
Spm88
Was it mainly job-related or private reasons that you participated in <Spm86_1>?
1. Mainly job related
2. Mainly private reasons

Spm89
What was the topic or field of <Spm86_1>?

Describe the main topic / subject area as detailed as possible to facilitate the coding of the answers.

__________________________

If Spm87 ≠ 2 workshop / seminar and ≠ 3 training in the workplace (either courses, private lessons or unknown)
Spm90a
What is the main method of learning <Spm86_1>? Classroom instruction, or as distance learning?
1. Classroom instruction, etc.
2. Distance Education

Spm90b
Was the distance learning mainly via the PC and the Internet, or with the use of paper materials?

1. Via PC
2. With the use of paper materials
Spm91
Were there any of the following reasons why you participated in <Spm86_1>? You can select multiple.

Show card 5

1. To do the job better/improve career prospects
2. To reduce the risk of losing job
3. To increase the possibility of getting a job or changing jobs/profession
4. To start your own business
5. Because I was required to attend
6. For increased my general knowledge and personal development
7. To increase my knowledge/skills in a subject that interests me
8. To obtain a certificate or certification
9. To meet new people and / or have fun
10. Other reasons

If Spm39c ≠ 2 or 3 Spm87 training at work
Recode automatically to 5 if Spm39c = 2

Spm92
Was <Spm86_1> only during, mostly during, mostly outside or only outside of paid working hours?
Hours that fall outside normal working hours but are paid or can be taken out as time is also considered as paid working hours. Paid leave is considered as paid working hours.

1. Only during paid working hours
2. Mostly during paid working hours
3. Mostly outside paid working hours
4. Only outside paid working hours
5. Was not working

Spm93a
I have some questions about total number of instruction hours of the activity <Spm86_1>. Is it easier for you to use the number of hours or number of days you were trained?

1. Hours
2. Days

If Spm93a = Hours

Spm93b
What is the total number of instruction hours? Please do not include the hours spent on self-study, assignments or equivalent.

_____ Hours -> Spm94

Spm93c
How many days did you participate in the training? Please do not include days used only for self-study, assignments or equivalent.

_____ Days

Spm93d
How many hours training did you have on average per day?

_____ Hours
We have figured out that you had total (\(= \sum \)) hours of training in conjunction with \(<Spm86_1>\). Is this correct, or do you think that a different total is correct?

1. Yes, the sum is correct
2. No, the sum is incorrect

How many hours would you estimate that you have had with this training?

____ Hours

Who is/was responsible for the activity or training? Am referring to the provider of the activity or training and not necessarily who paid/paying for the activity.

Show card 6
1. A public school or educational institution
2. A private school or course provider (NKS, NKI)
3. A private company, such as a supplier of goods or services
4. Employer
5. An employer organization or professional body
6. A trade union
7. An association, a voluntary organization, adult education, a political party
8. A private teacher or other individual
9. A library, a museum or other institution that is not engaged primarily in training
10. Other

Ga \(<Spm86_1>\) a certification as required by government or employer to enable you perform your former or planned work? For example, life-saving courses, courses in health and safety, drivers licence for vehicles or trucks, certified test in the Alcohol Act/Law.

1. Yes
2. No

If \(Spm86 \neq 3\) training at work

Who paid your expenses directly related to \(<Spm86_1>\)? Include expenses for tuition, registration fees, examination fees, and expenses for books and other study materials and technical aids. Was it...

1. Fully paid by yourself,
2. Yourself and others,
3. Fully paid by others
4. Pay / paid yourself, but do not know if others also paid for this activity

If \(Spm96 = 2 \text{ or } 3\)

Who is / was involved in paying your direct expenses in connection with \(<Spm86_1>\)? Include expenses for tuition, tuition, examination fees and expenses for books, other study materials and technical aids. Is / Was it ...

1. If \(Spm92 \neq 5\): The employer or future employer,
2. NAV,
3. Another public institution,
4. Family member or relative,
5. Endowment or other entity that distributes scholarships.
Do not include student scholarship from the Loan Fund

6. Other?
7. Or you do not know who is paying/has paid for the activity?

Spm98
If Spm96 = 1, 2 or 4 and Spm97 ≠ 4
How much have you paid
If Spm61 = 2 or 4 and Spm97 = 4
How much have you yourself, family members or relatives paid
If Spm61 = 3 and Spm97 = 4
How much have family members or relatives paid

For fees, course fees and examination fees, books, other study materials and technical tools for <Spm86_1>?

_____

Spm99
How much have you used or expect to use the skills and knowledge acquired from the activity? Would you say ...
1. To a large extent,
2. To some extent,
3. Very little
4. Not at all

Spm102a
Did the fact that you participated in <Spm54> led to ...
1. ... Getting a new job?
2. ... Promoted in a job you have or had?
3. ... A higher salary?
4. ... New tasks in a job you have or had?
5. ... Better performance in current job?
6. ... Increased your general knowledge and personal development?
Yes / No

Spm102b
If Spm102a1 ... 6 ≠ Yes
Spm67b
Do you think that participation in <Spm86_1> will lead to any of these results?
1. Yes
2. No

Filter:
If respondents have indicated more than one activity in Spm72 start a new sequence of Spm86-Spm102 for <Spm86_2>. If only one activity is provided, or both sequences Spm86-Spm102 has been set, go to Spm103a.

Transition 2
So I have some questions about <Spm86_2>. -> Spm88
Obstacles from participating in education or training

If Spm52a, Spm52b, Spm68, Spm69, Spm70 or Spm71 = yes (has taken part in education or training in the last 12 months)
Spm103a
The following questions apply to all forms of education or training we've talked about so far. Over the past 12 months, did you want to participate in more training or education than you did?
1. Yes -> Spm107
2. No -> Spm109

If Spm52a, Spm52b, Spm68, Spm69, Spm70 and Spm71 = No (have not participated in education or training in the last 12 months)
Spm103b
The following questions apply to all forms of education or training we've talked about so far. Over the past 12 months, did you want to participate in education or training?
1. Yes -> Spm107
2. No

Spm106a
There may be many reasons for not participating in education or training. I will now present a list of possible reasons, and ask you to answer yes or no to whether each reason was for you.

I did not need education or training at work.
1. Yes
2. No

Spm106b
There may be many reasons for not participating in education or training. I will now present a list of possible reasons, and ask you to answer yes or no to whether each reason was for you.

I did not need education or training in the private context.
1. Yes
2. No

Show card 7
1. I did not have the necessary skills or qualifications
2. I could not afford education or training
3. I lacked support from employers or from NAV
4. I had to work at the time the education/ training took place
5. Education / training I wanted was too far away
6. I did not have access to a computer and / or Internet
7. I did not have time because of family obligations
8. I could take part because of personal illness or health problems
9. I could take part for other personal reasons
10. There was no suitable education or training
11. Other causes

Spm107
a. I did not have the necessary skills or qualifications
b. I could not afford education or training
c. I lacked support from employers or from NAV
d. I had to work at the time the education/ training took place
e. Education / training I wanted was too far away
f. I did not have access to a computer and / or Internet
g. I did not have time because of family obligations
h. I could take part because of personal illness or health problems
i. I could take part for other personal reasons
j. There was no suitable education or training
k. Other causes

Spm109
Were there any particular reasons you did not want to participate in training or education in the last 12 months?
1. No. Did not need training or education
2. Yes. There were one or more reasons why respondents did not want to participate

Informal learning

Spm112a
Other than the activities discussed earlier, have you deliberately tried since the last 12 months to learn anything on your own or with the help of others at work or during your free time to improve your knowledge or skills?
1. Yes
2. No - > Spm119a

If Spm112a = Yes
Spm112b
Have you tried to teach yourself something in one course or several courses within the last 12 months?
1. One activity
2. More than one activity

Spm113
I have some questions about the last time you taught yourself something. What was the topic or subject area for what you taught you?
___________________

Spm114
Was it mainly job-related or private reasons that you learned this?
1. Mainly job related reasons
2. Mainly private reasons

Spm115
What was the main method you used to learn for recent activity? If you learned this in more ways than one, choose the most important.

Show card 7
1. from family members, friends or colleagues
2. by reading literature in books, magazines or other print media
3. Using the PC or the Internet
4. Using television, radio, DVD, etc.
5. Other methods

If Spm112b = 2 more than one activity
Spm116
So I have some questions about the second most recent activity. What was the topic or subject area for what you taught yourself?

_________________

Spm117
Was it mainly job-related or private reasons that you learned this?
1. Mainly job related reasons
2. Mainly private reasons

Spm118
What was the main method you used to learn for recent activity? If you learned this in more ways than one, choose the most important.

Show card 7
1. from family members, friends or colleagues
2. by reading literature in books, magazines or other print media
3. Using the PC or the Internet
4. Using television, radio, DVD, etc.
5. Other methods

Use of computers

Spm119a
I have some questions about using the PC. Have you ever used a PC or another type of computer?
1. Yes
2. No -> Spm121a

Spm119b_1
I will now read out some tasks you can perform on your PC. Have you ever ...

... Copied or moved a file or folder?
1. Yes
2. No

Spm119b_2
... Used copy or cut and paste feature to copy or move information within a document?
1. Yes
2. No

Spm119b_3
... Used a spreadsheet program such as Excel, to add, subtract, multiply or divide numbers
1. Yes
2. No

Spm119b_4
Compressed or zipped ... files?
1. Yes
2. No
... Connected and installed new equipment, eg. a printer or modem
1. Yes
2. No

... Created a computer program using a programming language
1. Yes
2. No

... Transmitted data files between a PC and a camera, an MP3 player, a telephone or other electronic tools?
1. Yes
2. No

Changed the settings ... any software?
1. Yes
2. No

... Made a presentation with PowerPoint or similar software?
1. Yes
2. No

... Installed an operating system like Windows?
1. Yes
2. No

Languages

I have some background questions. What is your mother tongue? The language refers to the first language you learned in your childhood and which you still understand.

Press backspace to select the ISO 639-2 language code. Search for "other" if you cannot find an appropriate language code.

If respondents have stated to have more than one mother tongue, enter the second native language here. If not, press Enter to continue.

Press backspace to select the ISO 639-2 language code. Search for "other" if you cannot find an appropriate language code.
Spm122
Apart from your native language / mother's tongue, how many other languages can you use whether written or oral? It is not necessary to understand the language fully.
If the IO asks whether Scandinavian languages should be included, answer yes.

If 0 < Spm122
Which
If Spm122 = 1
What language is this?
If 1 < Spm122
Which of these languages do you understand best?

FremISO
Press backspace to select the ISO 639-2 language code. Search for "other" if you can not find an appropriate language code.

(Then repeat the sequence-FremISO until the total number of languages from Spm122 is reported)

If at least one of the languages English, German, French, Spanish and Russian listed in the What-FremISO sequence

Spm131
Which of the descriptions on this card best suits your skills in English / German / French / Spanish / Russian?
Show card 8
1. I can understand and use common everyday expressions. I can use language in relation to things and situations that I know well
2. I understand the meaning when the language is spoken clearly, and can write simple texts. I can describe experiences and events.
3. I understand many types of challenging texts and use language in a flexible way. I speak the language almost perfectly.

Any two of the languages English, German, French, Spanish and Russian listed in the What-FremISO sequence

Spm132
Which of the descriptions on this card best suits your skills in English / German / French / Spanish / Russian?

Show card 8
1. I can understand and use common everyday expressions. I can use language in relation to things and situations that I know well
2. I understand the meaning when the language is spoken clearly, and can write simple texts. I can describe experiences and events.
3. I understand many types of challenging texts and use language in a flexible way. I speak the language almost perfectly.

If at least three languages English, German, French, Spanish and Russian listed in the What-FremISO sequence
Which of the descriptions on this card best suits your skills in English / German / French / Spanish / Russian?

1. I can understand and use common everyday expressions. I can use language in relation to things and situations that I know well
2. I understand the meaning when the language is spoken clearly, and can write simple texts. I can describe experiences and events.
3. I understand many types of challenging texts and use language in a flexible way. I speak the language almost perfectly.

Information about household

We would like a list of the persons belonging to the household. For households, we expect all individuals who are permanently resident in the dwelling, and who have shared food budget. Persons who are permanently resident in the dwelling, but who are away from home, for example, because of the work shall be counted. How many people is your household? Include IO itself.

Gender
If Antpers = 2:
For the other household member I would want you to mention sex, year of birth and family relationship with you.

If Antpers ≠ 2:
For each household member other than yourself, we would like you to mention sex, year of birth and family relationship to you.

Is this a man or a woman?
1. Man
2. Females

Year of birth

What year is [he / she] born?

Genealogy
Which families have [his / her] to you?
1. 
2. Spouse
3. Cohabitation
4. Son / Daughter
5. Stepson / daughter
6. Siblings / half siblings
7. Step-siblings
8. Parents
9. Step-parents
10. In-law
11. Son/ Daughter in law
12. Grandparents
13. Grandchildren
14. Other relative of IO
15. Other non-relative

**Work**

If 15 <(2012 - ^FodtAar)
Does [he / she] usually do paid work for at least 1 hour each week? Include also work as a family member without fixed wages on farms, in business and in the family business in general.
YES / NO

**Individual income**

How big was your gross income in 2011? Gross income means income before deductions and taxes are deducted. Round to the nearest 1000. I O HAVE PROBLEMS WITH THE ANSWER, ASK FOR ANSWERS IN NEXT 10 000 KR. IF NO INCOME, WITH MARKER 0 : 0. X

**Household income**

What would you estimate the total household gross income in 2011? Round to the nearest 1000. I O HAVE PROBLEMS WITH THE ANSWER, ASK FOR ANSWERS IN NEXT 10 000 KR. IF NO INCOME, WITH MARKER 0 : 0. X

__________